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Labour (Russian Empire)

By Michael S. Melancon

This essay surveys the issue of Russian labor during the First World War. It summarizes

existing historiography about the topic and suggests the parameters of statistics and

definitions of the working class. It then focuses on the effects of wartime mobilization, the

strategies used by the government to replace drafted workers, the issues of salaries and

inflation, work hours, and the employment of women, children, prisoners of war, and

refugees. It concludes with an overview of evolving wartime working class politics and

outlines contrasts between Russia and her opponents.
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The concept of labor in Russia during the Great War raises fateful questions. All major conflicts of

the modern era place enormous stress on labor. As workers are drafted into the armed forces,

women, the young, or anyone else available are expected to contribute their labor to the patriotic

cause without complaint, often in substandard conditions with frozen wages amid rapid inflation.
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Even so, the fate of a nation’s war efforts hangs on the effectiveness of the nation’s workers as

much as on its army and political leadership. In Russia’s case, the issue was vastly complicated by

the 1905 revolution and the two 1917 revolutions (in March and November) that occurred in major

part because of the stresses placed upon wage-earners and their resulting active involvement in the

ensuing political turmoil. These wage earners contributed to all the revolutions and, furthermore, in

1917 helped bring to power a party and a government ostensibly dedicated to rule in the proletariat’s

name. The question of whether the Soviet government fulfilled its original intentions as regards

workers (or workers' expectations) aside, the wartime Russian labor issue clearly assumes unusual

significance.[1]

According to traditional counts, the Russian labor force, understood as manual wage-earners in all

realms of the economy, equaled roughly 9 million persons, of which 2-3 million were factory workers

and the balance agricultural workers (as opposed to communal or individual farmers). These figures

heavily underestimate Russia’s labor force, however defined. Missing are significant categories of

hired manual labor, much of it industrial (see Table 1). The standard figures of 2-3 million industrial

workers apply only to large-scale private enterprise. One author counts 4.5 million workers in

privately-owned industrial enterprises in early 1914, a figure that still omits numerous small

establishments not within the purview of the Factory Inspectorate - a government body responsible

for large private enterprises (sixteen or more employees) that used power machinery.[2]

Mining 645,000
Construction 1,600,000
Small industries 3,706,000
Commerce 865,000
Household 3,000,000
Menial laborers 2,500,000
State-owned armaments, shipbuilding, etc. 1,500,000
Approximate total 15,000,000

Table 1: Hired Non-Agricultural Manual Labor, Usually Omitted Categories (early 1914)[3]

For ideological reasons, liberal and leftist commentators avert their gaze from Russia’s vast internal

empire of state-owned enterprises in armaments and shipbuilding plants, railroads, railroad repair

shops, and mines, not to mention other categories of similar labor, creating large undercounts of

industrial workers. Both sides concentrate on private enterprise, liberals because it signifies the

growth of the free market and leftists because the free market signifies capitalist exploitation.

Regardless, workers themselves made no such distinction: they lived in the same quarters,

intermarried, had the same specialties, utilized the same types of machines and tools, received

Counting Russia’s laborers
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similar pay, joined the same organizations (political, cultural, economic), and struck in unison and

marched in the same demonstrations. According to the most inclusive (but not exhaustive) existing

count, Russia’s working class (all categories) as of the war’s outbreak reached between 25 million

and 26 million men, women, and children (see Table 2).[4] A more restrictive count that includes only

workers in factories (state and privately-owned), small industrial enterprises, construction, mining,

and railroads, in other words industrial workers of all types (as opposed to household, agricultural,

commercial, and menial laborers) approached 15 million persons. Overall, in reality more than 26

million persons in Russia earned their living through manual wage labor.

Private and State-owned Industry 6,000,000
Railroads/other transport, communications 1,398,000
Mining 645,000
Construction 1,600,000
Small industries 3,706,000
Commerce 865,000
Household 3,000,000
Menial laborers 2,500,000
Agricultural laborers 6,500,000
Approximate Total 26,000,000

Table 2: All manual wage earners[5]

The outbreak of war sharply altered the contours of labor. Throughout the conflict, the state mobilized

male workers of all categories into the armed forces and continued to do so for the war’s duration

(see Table 3). Mobilization commands attention because of its immediate effect on workers’ lives

and its potential effect on industrial and agricultural productivity. Of the over 15 million mobilized

persons, roughly 10 million were peasants, which as of 1917 represented 37 percent of the country’s

27 million working-aged male peasants.[6] Although most mobilized peasants were communal or

individual farmers, one may surmise that of 6.5 million peasant wage earners (those who primarily

worked for wages on private estates or for other peasants), roughly the same ratio (over one-third)

were mobilized, for a total of 2,405,000 mobilized peasant wage earners, 800,000 of whom prior to

the war worked on large estates entirely dependent on such labor. Although statistics are lacking, by

analogy with mobilized peasants, something over one-third of the 12 million industrial workers (all

types) entered the armed forces between 1914 and 1917.[7] The actual total was probably less than

the roughly 4 million suggested by this ratio because certain types of workers crucial for armaments

production received deferments or, having been mobilized into the army, received assignments to

vital industries. Regardless, well over 3 million mobilized industrial workers left their workplaces.

Wartime Mobilization and Maintaining the Workforce
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Late 1914 5,115,000 (15%)
1915 11,695,000 (25%)
1916 14,440,000 (36%)
Mid-1917 15,070,000 (37%)

Table 3: Military Mobilization (cumulative annual totals and as percentage of working-aged males)[8]

Mobilization of industrial workers was fraught with harmful potential. For instance, large privately-

owned factories supervised by the Factory Inspectorate showed significant drops in their workforces

throughout the conflict (see Table 4). The shortfalls were over 300,000 during the first war years and

even by 1916 exceeded 200,000. Even so, in crucial metal-working plants (for armaments) and coal-

mining concerns (vital for military transportation), the labor force actually increased steadily

throughout the war: metal workers from 281,000 in 1913 to 452,000 by 1917 and coal-miners from

168,000 to 280,000. In South Russia, with 460,000 metallurgical, mining, construction, and railroad

workers (roughly 10 percent of Russia’s total), during the first months of the war the number of

workers fell precipitously: metallurgy 17 percent, coal mining 30 percent. In succeeding years, this

trend, as elsewhere, entirely reversed itself: between 1913 and 1916, employment in twenty-one

large metallurgical plants increased from 79,000 to 111,000, and in coal mining from 168,000 to

238,000.[9]

Pre-war 2,302,000
Late 1914 1,960,000
1915 1,922,000
1916 2,093,000

Table 4: Wartime workforces in large private plants[10]

The government actively intervened to maintain and even increase the size of the workforce in

military-oriented production even as it mobilized massive numbers of working aged males into the

armed forces. It employed the deferment and factory assignment options especially widely in state-

owned plants, upon which, simultaneously, it imposed a virtually militarized status (military officers

replaced civilian managers). The War Industries Committees (bodies established in mid-1915 by

private entrepreneurs to aid military production) coordinated deferments for workers in privately

owned plants directly with the military.[11] In lieu of firm numbers, indications suggest roughly

300,000-400,000 workers in these two statuses. Another labor source were the over 3.3 million

refugees who had fled the front. Of these, 265,000 were considered employable men and 1,041,000

employable women. Much of this labor was assigned to agriculture or to work directly behind the

fronts, whereas relatively few performed industrial labor. A larger source of industrial labor were the

over 1.5 million war prisoners, whose labor was equally divided among agriculture, maintenance

work (digging trenches and building roads) behind the fronts, and in industrial labor of all kinds (by

1917, 167,000 in metal working, 92,000 in coal mining, and 90,000 in the lumber industry). The role of
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war prisoners was especially great in South Russia, where, despite government regulations limiting

prisoners to 15 percent per concern, by early 1917 they comprised 26 percent of coal miners, 27

percent of metal workers, and 60 percent of iron ore miners. In contrast in 1916 the Moscow

Industrial Region (eight provinces), with its concentration on light industry and textiles utilized only

1.6 percent war prisoners. In Siberia and the Volga region, a sizable but unspecified number of

Chinese and Korean laborers also found agricultural and industrial employment. During 1917 in the

Donets industrial region (not noted for large numbers of such workers), there were 547 workers from

China and Persia and a year later the number had increased to almost 1,500; presumably much

larger numbers found employment in the regions noted above. By early 1917 almost two-fifths of

Don Basin workers came from elsewhere (prisoners of war, refugees, and East Asians).[12]

Women and male adolescents also increasingly contributed to the labor pool (see Table 5). Overall,

industrial employment of children and adolescents aged twelve to seventeen increased, reversing a

long trend that had begun no later than the 1880s, when the government codified and enforced

serious labor legislation. During the 1880s children aged twelve to fourteen had constituted 10

percent of industrial workers in Russia; in 1901 2 percent; in 1913 1.6 percent. The war reversed this

trend (see Table 6). New wartime regulations opened previously forbidden categories of the

metallurgical and mining industry to women, adolescents, and children, for instance, to be employed

underground.[13] Military/industrial priorities unquestionably led to deepening labor exploitation of

women and, notably, of the young. Regardless, given the cataclysms facing these women and

children (not to mention male laborers) in the form of two 1917 revolutions, civil war, total economic

collapse, unemployment, urban depopulation, and famine, their wartime travails would soon seem, if

not trivial, at least not the worst they would experience in their lives.

Men Women Adolescents
(15-17)

Children
(12-14)

Moscow Region
(predominantly textiles
and food processing)
1914 50% 39% 9% 1.6%
1917 37% 49% 11.6% 2.6%
Petrograd
(predominantly heavy
industry)
1913 65.7% 25.3% 9% None
1917 58.5% 33.3% 8.2% None

Men Women/adolescents
War
prisoners
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South Russia (mining
and metallurgy, plus
widespread
deployment of war
prisoners)
Metallurgy
1916 69% 15% 16%
1917 59% 14% 27%
Coalmining
1915 86% 8 % 6%
1917 63% 11% 26%
Iron or mining
1916 37% 9% 54%
1917 34% 7% 59%.

Table 5: Changes in gender and age make-up of wartime labor[14]

Children/adolescents (12-17) Children (12-14)
1913 13.9% 1.6%

1917 21% (242.866 persons)

2.4% (49.956 persons)

Table 6: Industrial employment of adolescents and children[15]

In agriculture, non-drafted males and females of all ages replaced much of the shortfall. In addition,

many war refugees and prisoners went into agricultural work (see Table 7), largely replacing, for

instance, the 800,000 mobilized peasant laborers on large estates. In addition, in Siberia and along

the Volga, East Asians found agricultural employment. These categories of workers could easily be

shifted as need arose; for instance, in October 1916, 115,000 prisoners of war were switched from

agricultural work to fuel preparation.[16] In the end, the vast mobilization of young adult male

peasants shifted the burden for agricultural work heavily onto women, the elderly, and children.

Refugees War prisoners Total
1916 345,000 260,000 605,000
1917 n/a 436,000 436,000 + n/a
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Table 7: Agricultural employment of war refugees and prisoners[17]

Inflation and related questions of salaries and working hours became a major issue during the war. A

perusal of memoirs, Soviet era studies, and contemporaneous revolutionary propaganda about the

wartime workers’ movement suggests that while prices for everyday necessities rose sharply,

workers’ salaries remained frozen. Although inflation certainly occurred, the picture is somewhat

more complicated. Between 1913 and 1916, foodstuff prices rose an average of 114 percent (for

specific items, see Table 8). Prices for other widely used products for house and business (hides,

wool, flax, calico, kerosene, coal etc.) rose from 20 percent to 165 percent, with the average rise

being 125 percent. For South Russia, the price of an average miner’s monthly flour consumption

(23.3 kilograms) increased from 2.3 rubles to 5.6 rubles; of meat (3.06 kilograms) 7.6 to 30 rubles,

and so forth. Overall prices for foodstuffs in the south more than doubled, whereas the price of meat,

an absolute essential for persons engaged in hard labor, quadrupled. Wartime inflation reflected a

variety of factors, including increased transportation costs, higher prices for imported goods, the

rampant printing of paper rubles, and, it bears emphasis, rises in salaries.[18] Changes in production

linked to military exigencies signified that the roughly 300,000 decline in the general wartime

industrial workforce occurred entirely in the realm of textiles, foodstuffs, paper and wood products,

and so forth, signifying shortages and higher prices for everyday items needed by wage-earners who

could ill afford them.[19]

Wheat 150%
Barley 54%
Sugar 47%
Meat 232%
Butter 124%
Salt 483%

Table 8: Price rises for basic foodstuffs between 1913 and 1916 in Russia[20]

In reality, wages also increased but lagged significantly behind inflation. As one example, average

monthly salaries in South Russian metal-working plants increased from forty to forty-nine rubles in

1913 to seventy to eighty-three rubles in 1917 (after a successful strike one plant’s salaries

increased from forty-one to ninety-one rubles). In other words, inflation (114 percent) outran wage

increases (roughly 60 percent). Other parts of the country experienced an even greater fall in real

wages than South Russia. To compensate workers toiled longer hours. In privately owned plants

regulated by the Factory Inspectorate, the work day in 1913 averaged 9.9 hours (overtime was

common). During the war, overtime work in plants connected to military production became

obligatory: failure to comply resulted in firing or, for those of military age, mobilization into the armed

Conditions of Wartime Labor: Salaries, Inflation, and Hours
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forces and, often, direct assignment to the front. Consequently, workers confronted intense pressure

to increase work hours and days. In pre-war Don Basin mines, workers labored nine to ten hour

days, with twenty to twenty-five shifts a month as the norm. By 1916, twenty-five to twenty-eight

shifts a month were common and observers noted some cases of thirty-six shifts a month: in effect

the twelve-hour day had returned.

Similar patterns occurred in the metal-working plants of South Russia.[21] When officers supplanted

civilian managers in state-owned plants, workers found themselves under the direct threat of firing

and mobilization to the front if they protested overtime work or requested higher pay. Militarization

and military style discipline became the norm for hundreds of thousands of these workers throughout

Russia. Workers in private concerns also faced entrepreneurial and state intransigence. For

instance, despite private ownership coal and leather processing plants became virtual government

monopolies in terms of wages, hours, and prices and the authorities construed all requests for

shorter hours or higher pay as anti-patriotic.[22] Workers widely (and justifiably) complained that

despite increased work hours their wages no longer covered everyday necessities. Inadequate pay

for increasingly expensive goods, long hours, and a harsh atmosphere at the workplace formed the

life experience of Russia’s wartime workers, with service at the front as the looming alternative for

draft-aged males.

The Russian Empire disposed of vast resources in foodstuffs, minerals, geographical space,

productive capacity, and, most significantly for our purposes, a large population quite accustomed to

agricultural, industrial, and other forms of labor. Nonetheless, Russia deployed her human resources

extravagantly — by 1917 mobilization had taken over 15 million persons, all able-bodied males, the

very category needed for the heavy industrial/agricultural tasks necessary for war, not to mention the

maintenance of the civilian population and the state. Two sets of statistics — for wartime fatalities

and for captured soldiers — illustrate labor resource problems. Deaths at the front (1.3 million) and

among the wounded prisoners of war in enemy camps brought total mortality to roughly 2 million, a

similar ratio in terms of population to British losses, but greater than French and German. In addition,

3.4 million Russian soldiers wound up in German and Austrian prisoner of war camps, far exceeding

other warring nations excepting Austro-Hungary. Aside from the inherent human tragedy, this also

necessitated the vast wartime draft — equaling fully 37 percent of working aged males.

Replacements indubitably operated with lower productivity than those mobilized, a factor that bred

shortages, higher prices, and reduced military effectiveness. The overstretching of labor resources

also contributed to worker unrest, not to mention the eventual revolutionizing of the fronts and the

disaffection of numerous peasants and members of the intelligentsia.

Recent scholarship about this era (World War I through the Russian Civil War) emphasizes

continuity among policies employed by the various governments (Tsarist, Provisional Government,

Use of Resources: Wartime Tsarism and the early Soviet
Government
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and early Soviet) that ruled Russia during these years. This approach finds partial support from the

developments in wartime labor. Like all governments involved in the Great War, the Tsarist regime

exercised greater control of industrial production and labor than it had previously. The early Soviet

government instituted policies that in some ways resembled these Tsarist policies, which may have

served as initial templates for them. Still, upon closer examination, similarities pale beside

differences. Inexplicably, the Tsarist government never achieved a coherent labor policy. Before and

during the war, various segments of labor (private industry, state industry, mining, railroads,

communications, and agriculture) fell under the auspices of different ministries and regulatory bodies;

during the war, prisoners and refugees fell under overlapping auspices; and the worker’ groups of the

War Industry Committees operated, with very weak and suspicious government oversight, in

association with private industry.[23] In sharp contrast, within a year of coming to power the

Bolsheviks had nationalized and centralized the entire industrial, financial, and commercial economy,

causing a profound economic collapse in all spheres of the national economy and setting off waves

of unemployment and urban depopulation: one might call this unintentional labor demobilization.

Simultaneously, the Soviet government subjected all industrial workers to a bureaucratized union

network controlled from the top. Specific content, intentions, carrying out, and results of early Soviet

policies set them apart from those of the Tsarist government. In this area, as in others, the Bolshevik

Revolution constituted a caesura, ultimate explanations for which lie elsewhere than in late Tsarist

policies.

The question of labor in Russia, even more so than elsewhere, is inextricably connected to politics.

The out-break of the Great War in mid-summer 1914 found the Russian Empire’s manufacturing

cities in the midst of stubborn strikes sponsored by leftist political parties, not an ideal socio-

economic background for waging war. With the war’s outbreak, labor unions, worker-oriented

newspapers, and socialist parties suffered extreme repression. For the first year and a half of the

war, social protest of all kinds remained muted. Socialist commentators noted an atmosphere in

which all social elements frowned upon any sort of anti-government propaganda: with the motherland

in danger, patriotism prevailed, even among workers.[24] By mid-1915 bad news from the front and

the worsening economic situation at home led to a revival of strikes, protest, and demonstrations,

leading to the eventual overthrow of the regime in early 1917. Russian labor and Russia’s labor

organizations, broadly defined, played a distinct role in what occurred. Socialist organizations of

every stripe revived in the underground, agitation in the factories and workers’ quarter resumed, and

a series of strikes and workers demonstration began in Petrograd, Moscow and all other major

centers of industrial Russia. In the absence of unions, worker cooperatives, health insurance funds,

and educational-cultural societies served as centers for revolutionary socialist propaganda and as

focal points for the organization of strikes and demonstrations of anti-war, anti-tsarist, and anti-

capitalist tendency.[25]

Conclusion: Labor and Politics
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Two episodes in the history of Russia’s wartime labor movement are illustrative. The first regards the

War Industries Committees workers’ groups. As noted, during mid-1915, Russian financiers and

entrepreneurs created the War Industries Committees in order to promote war production and

proposed creating workers’ groups at factory and city level in association with the WICs in order to

coordinate worker-entrepreneurial activities. Moderate socialists approved this idea, whereas

radicals either opposed it outright or supported the idea in order to utilize the groups for anti-

government purposes. After a tumultuous campaign, the WIC workers’ groups came into existence

throughout much of Russia and, because of their official status, enjoyed much greater freedom of

expression than other worker venues. With their largely socialist (Menshevik, Bolshevik, and SR)

leadership, in conjunction with their relatively freewheeling debate, the workers groups quickly

became centers of anti-government activities, utterly at odds with the purpose of their creation. This

outcome also placed workers on a collision course with entrepreneurs, who sided with the

government on war-related issues. The second illustrative episode was the strike at the Naval Plant

(Nikolaev), whose production was vital for support of the Black Sea fleet. The strike broke out in

January 1916 over wages. When the government rejected pay increases, the strike continued with

new anti-war and anti-tsarist overtones. In late February, officials fired the plant’s 6,500 metalworkers

(of over 14,000 workers), who were then mobilized into the army. Many were sent to the battlefields

(where, along with other similarly drafted radicals, they played a role in the revolutionizing of the

fronts).[26] Both episodes (and many others: roughly 25 percent of Russia’s workforce engaged in

strikes during 1916) illustrate the chasm between workers and regime. Tsarist officials routinely

sacrificed workers’ needs to the war effort, while workers (spurred by the radical leaders they

supported) utilized innumerable opportunities to defy the government. By 1916 labor and regime

worked at total cross-purposes, setting the stage for two 1917 revolutions.

A final question arises about why other nations involved in the Great War, under similar stresses,

avoided revolutionary turmoil among its laborers. The answer lies not primarily in the Tsarist

regime’s wartime policies, which in many respects resembled those of the other warring nations.

Rather, the answer lies in the government’s policies towards wage earners (not to mention peasants

who made up so many of its foot soldiers and who constantly filled the ranks of the laboring class)

during the decades prior to the war. Only the 1905-1907 Revolution brought the Russian government

to grant an elected legislature (the State Duma) and legalize labor unions and strikes. Wages, work

hours (except for women and children), and most work conditions remained unregulated. Socialist

parties that undertook to represent labor (and peasants) operated in a semi-legal status that kept

most of their leaders in jail, Siberian exile, or abroad. By 1907 new electoral arrangements for the

State Duma (that also arose out of the 1905-1907 crisis) so manipulated representation that

substantial citizens chose most delegates and vast peasant/worker populations only a handful.

Simultaneously, the government curtailed union activities and strikes. The contrast between worker

status in Russia and other major Great War participants is painful to behold. Social-Democratic,

Labor, and Socialist parties enjoyed major representation in the parliaments of Russia’s opponents

and European allies. Unions, organized strikes, socialist newspapers, pensions, free schooling for

everyone, health care in one or another combination characterized workers lives in those countries,
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whereas in Russia only a worker health insurance plan passed in 1912 stands out as a sort of

beacon for what might and should have been. Needless to say, had the nation’s laborers, famously

patriotic as all Russians were, enjoyed the political, social, and economic benefits of those of her

opponents, history would have turned out differently.

Michael S. Melancon, Auburn University
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